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Richard Bercuson’s new book, Assume the position: One guy’s
journey through prostate cancer, is now available.

A memoir based on his own experience from diagnosis to two
years after his prostatectomy, the book will shortly make the rounds
of prostate cancer support groups across the country.

The PCAO has thrown its full support behind the book,
subsidizing the publication and offering help in its distribution.

The 112-page book originated as serialized monthly articles in
The Walnut under the pseudonym Drake Gifford. Last summer,
Bercuson decided to expand it into a larger work. He began the final
chapter in January on his two-year anniversary and completed it the
evening he received his last PSA result from his surgeon, Dr. Chris
Morash.

Morash, along with former federal cabinet minister and PC
survivor Allan Rock, provides a cover endorsement. 

Dr. Morash offers, “Richard Bercuson opens the door to his
innermost thoughts and feelings as he faces the challenge of his
diagnosis and surgical treatment. He confronts them with
trepidation, rationalization, humour and bravery…This is a very
enjoyable, funny and honest account of the roller coaster that is one
man’s battle with prostate cancer.”   

Former PCAO chairman Ted Johnston wrote this about the book.
It appears on the inside first page.

“From the discovery of his specific Auntie Jeanne to going under
the knife, then meeting the Kegels, Richard Bercuson chronicles his
experience with prostate cancer and learns how much he shares with
many men. In this book, he passes on the wisdom acquired leavened
with wit and understanding to ease the journey for those who are
recently diagnosed with this cancer – or those have been through it
and now can share in the funny side of the frightening experience.”

The cover designs, inside 
illustrations, and layout were provided by graphic designer
Marc Guertin, also a PC survivor and PCAO member. He does
the layout and illustrations for The Walnut as well.

All proceeds from the book’s sales will go back to the PCAO
to continue its awareness campaigns.

Assume the position will initially be sold through the PCAO
at meetings and various functions and will be advertised on the
CPCN’s website along with Richard Bercuson’s own site,
www.richardbercuson.ca.

For further information on how to obtain copies, contact the
PCAO office (see the banner at the top of this page) or email
Richard Bercuson at assumetheposition@richardbercuson.ca.

NOTE: At the regular April 17 meeting, Bercuson will
read a chapter excerpt. Books will be on sale at this time for
$15 each.

Assume the position:
New book to promote PC awareness

Hormone therapy specialist 
at April meeting

See Page 4
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P.O Box 23122
Ottawa, ON. K2A 4E2

Tel: (613) 828-0762 (Voice Mail)
E-mail: pca@ncf.ca

Website: www.ncf.ca/pca

The PCAO is a volunteer organization of prostate
cancer survivors and caregivers. Our purpose is to
support newly- diagnosed, current and continuing

patients and their caregivers.

Chair Vacant
Vice Chair Vacant
Vice Chair (DIFD) Vacant 
Treasurer Murray Gordon
Secretary David Brittain (interim)

Past Chair Ted Johnston

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Member Services Vacant
Program David Brittain
Volunteers Murray Gordon
CPCN Liaison Vacant
Church Liaison Bob McInnis
Setup Bob Blackadar
Mentoring Group Harvey Nuelle (Interim Chair),

Stewart Given, Jim White,
Milan Gregor, Ron Marsland,
Eric Meek, Murray Gordon 

Hand-in-Hand Vacant
Awareness Murray Gordon
Prostate 
Awareness Week Vacant
Newsletter EDITOR: Richard Bercuson 

DESIGN AND LAYOUT: Marc Guertin  
CONTRIBUTORS: Ted Johnston,
Dan Livermore, Elie Moussali,
Ludwick Papaurelis, John Dugan,
Stewart Given 

Distribution Arland Benn, Andy Proulx,
David Walsh

Members at Large Jim Annett, Bill Dolan, John Dugan,
Wilf Gilchrist, Ron Marsland,
Jim McKenzie, Eric Meek, John Trant,
John Webster

PCAO is a member of the 
CANADIAN PROSTATE CANCER

NETWORK: www.cpcn.org
The Prostate Cancer Association of Ottawa does not assume

responsibility or liability for the contents or opinions expressed in
this newsletter.The views or opinions expressed are solely for the

information of our members and are not intended for self-
diagnosis or as an alternative to medical advice and care.

PCAO MISSION STATEMENT

We provide information on prostate cancer to
those in need, gathered from a variety of sources.
We participate in events that provide a venue for
promoting awareness of prostate cancer through

our informed member interaction at public
gatherings or as speakers. Raising funds for

prostate cancer research is a continuing challenge.
We collaborate with local organizations such as
the Ottawa Regional Cancer Centre, Canadian

Cancer Society, and urologists and oncologists, as
key sources for information

PCAO PROSTATE 
CANCER 
ASSOCIATION 
OTTAWA

ATTENDEES: David Brittain (Presiding Chairman), Murray Gordon (Treasurer), Eric Meek,
Richard Bercuson, Bob McInnis, John Dugan (Presiding Secretary), Ron Marsland, Harvey Nuelle, 
1. Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 7:10 PM by David Brittain, replacing

Chairman Dan Livermore

2. Approval of the Agenda: Moved by Eric Meek and Seconded by Harvey Nuelle that the
Agenda as proposed by the Chair in absentee be accepted      Carried

3. Assume the position: Richard Bercuson reviewed the latest cost estimates for publication of his
book. His presentation was an excellent overview of production and marketing strategies as set
out in his paper “Assume the position”

MOTION: Moved by Bob McIinnis and seconded by Eric Meek:  

That the Draft 2 Agreement Memo between Prostate Cancer Association of Ottawa and Richard
Bercuson dated March 27th be approved at a cost not to exceed of $7800.00 as indicated in
“Expenses for the Book”.  Carried

4. Approval of the Minutes of the February 28, 2008, Meeting
Not available

5. Treasurer’s Report:
Membership: Details not available.
Renewals: Details not available.
Receipts: Discussed latest receipts including Prostate Cancer Research

Foundation cheque of $8959.06 for use of DIFD logo applied to walk and Runs, Fathers Day
events in Toronto, Edmonton, Halifax and Calgary. Murray Gordon informed the board of
PCRF’s intention to expand their more direct involvement with “Walk and Run for Dad” events
under an agreement with Sobey’s in Eastern Canada                                                                  

Banking as of the end of February 2008
Trust Fund    $2295.40

Chequing      $19632.82

MB Account  $87141.09

Our Financial records have been with our reviewer for some months and 
have not been available to us

6.  Secretary’s Report:

Voicemail: Limited activity with one address change.

E-Mail: Nothing of major importance or relevance.

Laptop: David will have repairs made to our unit following recommendations from an
informed acquaintance. Changes improve performance. 

7. Member Services: David Brittain reviewed the list of speakers for upcoming General Meetings.
Our April speaker represents the Cancer Assessment Centre and will seek support and material
from the membership for a new Patient Book on Prostate Cancer. May is open with Dr. Bella
planning to be with us in June. July and August will be our usual open discussion nights with an
interesting September speaker lined up.

8.  Mentoring: Harvey Nuelle reported on his activity. He has been asked to provide an overview
for the next edition of  The Walnut.

9.  Liaison: Murray Gordon introduced the new Blue Ribbon Lapel button distributed by CPCN
as the International symbol for Prostate Cancer

MOTION: Moved by Murray Gordon and seconded by Bob McInnis: 

That John Dugan order 150 Blue Ribbon Lapel Pins for use of  PCAO.    Carried

Meeting Adjourned at 8:20 pm

Respectfully submitted, John Dugan
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FINALLY! 
Ontario Government to
Cover Cost of PSA Test

Ontario's 2008 Budget, unveiled on March 25, includes a
promise to cover the cost of the Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA)
test for diagnosis of prostate cancer. This funding promise is part
of a larger three-year $154 million investment into breast,
cervical and colorectal cancer screening.

Specific details, such as how often the test will be covered and
at what age coverage will begin, are not yet available.

The Prostate Cancer Research Foundation of Canada
applauds the provincial government for taking a step in the right
direction with this funding announcement and looks forward to
working with it on the funding pledge implementation. 

Once the PSA test is covered by OHIP, Ontario will join the
other six provinces and three territories (Newfoundland, Prince
Edward Island, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, Nunavut, North West Territories, Yukon) whose
medicare programs currently cover the cost of the PSA test for
screening purposes.

The remaining three provinces (Alberta, British Columbia
and Quebec) are urged to join the list.

Prostate cancer vs. breast cancer: the surprising results
The struggle to make the public aware of the risks of prostate

cancer is not an easy one. Often people don't realize how
common the disease actually is, affecting 1 in 8 Canadian men.
Yet compared with breast cancer, a cause we all know about
(think “pink ribbon campaign”), prostate cancer is rarely
discussed. 

In the article below, Dr. Diane Kelsall, Editor of Canadian
Family Physicians, examines the similarities between breast
cancer in women and prostate cancer in men, and asks the
questions we have been asking for years. Why do so few people
know about the risk of prostate cancer? And why are we not
talking about it more often?

The sounds of silence
by Diane Kelsall, MD Med CCFP FCFP, EDITOR, Canadian
Family Physician

"As we must account for every idle word, so must we account
for every idle silence." 

- Benjamin Franklin 

Prostate cancer will be diagnosed in more than 22,000
Canadian men this year. Breast cancer will be diagnosed in more
than 22 000 Canadian women this year. Currently, 1 in 8

Canadian men is expected to be diagnosed with prostate cancer
during his lifetime; 1 in 27 will die from the disease. 1 One in 9
Canadian women is expected to be diagnosed with breast cancer
during her lifetime; 1 in 27 will die of it. Do these statistics
surprise you? They surprised me. Even as a physician, I had the
impression that breast cancer was far more common and far
more deadly than prostate cancer. Why is that? 

Fashionable T-shirts. Sparkly bracelets. High-end kitchen
appliances. The stores seem to be full of “pink” merchandise to
boost breast cancer awareness and raise funds for research. There
is even an on-line Pink Ribbon Store with hundreds of items to
buy. From dragon boat races to marathons, a wealth of fund-
raising opportunities exists for breast cancer research and
treatment. Information is everywhere—posters, TV, books.
Magazines are full of inspiring articles on breast cancer survivors.
Support groups, beauty advice, and information for women with
breast cancer abound. 

What about prostate cancer? In a highly informal poll of
friends, colleagues, and family, most could not recall seeing any
posters or signs about prostate cancer. In January, 2008, Amazon
Canada had 521 books about prostate cancer available for
purchase; there were almost 1700 books about breast cancer.
There are 3 times as many results in a search for the term breast
cancer on Google.ca as there are for prostate cancer.

OUR VOICE 
needs contributions

By Ted Johnston
OUR VOICE, the quarterly publication for men with

prostate cancer, needs our help. The magazine has been
distributed free of charge through the generosity of sponsoring
drug companies, but the demand has grown to the point where
financial support of readers is being called for.

The current issue includes a plea for a modest contribution of
$10 for the four issues. Parkhurst Publications President, David
Elkins, says the growth in subscriptions is a good sign but the
cost of handling and mailing has gone up and reader help is
needed. 

“At the same time,” he writes, “you can put in your two cents
about the magazine. We want to hear what you find interesting
and useful, what you’d like to see more of, your burning
questions and personal stories.”

PCAO has long encouraged members to subscribe to this
informative and topical publication. Copies have always been
available at our meetings and many of our members have their
own subscription. 

You can make your contribution and obtain your
subscription by writing to: Parkhurst Publications, 400 McGill
Street, 3rd Floor, Montréal QC H2Y 2G1, or visit the website
at www.ourvoiceinprostatecancer.com.



By Ludwick Papaurelis
The PCAO’s April 17 meeting will feature a talk by

Dalhousie University’s Dr. Richard Wassersug. The important
topic will be “What patients and their partners should know
about hormone therapy.”

Members are urged to bring their spouses to hear his
comments about life on hormone therapy. Dr. Wassersug is
himself a prostate cancer patient undergoing this treatment.

Concerned about the side effects he was experiencing while
on treatment, he began extensive research to improve his own
well being. His search led him to the history of castration and

its management from ancient through modern times. He
studied the effects of hormonal therapy on the sexuality not
only of castrated men but also their spouses. This prompted
him to seek out more benign hormonal therapies.

Professor Wassersug, who teaches in Dalhousie’s
Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, has published
many papers and articles about castration and the sexual
function of prostate cancer patients and their spouses.

This presentation will be of interest not only to prostate
cancer patients and their spouses but also to doctors, nurses,
and medical personnel who are involved with treating
prostate cancer patients.
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PCAO THANKS ASTRA ZENECA FOR ITS GENEROUS SUPPORT OF THE WALNUT

Dr. Jacek L. Mostwin, a urological surgeon at
Johns Hopkins, answers questions about prostate
cancer treatment.

1: Radiation or surgery
Q. Well, I am now officially a member of the "prostate cancer

club." My doctor called me yesterday with my biopsy results:
Gleason 7 and PSA of 6.8 ng/ml. I am 63 years old and will
do something soon to get rid of the prostate cancer. I have
been divorced for two years now and still have an active
dating life, which is one of the reasons I have been considering
radiation therapy as my treatment. Losing my erection to
prostate surgery would be too great a sacrifice for me right
now. My best friend, who had a radical prostatectomy three
years ago (and now successfully uses Viagra), tells me that
with radiation you can never be sure all the cancer has been
killed off, so I should go with the surgery? Annapolis, MD

A. With respect to surgery, it is fair to say that if you can be
cured, you will be cured. By that I mean, if the cancer has not
yet spread out of the prostate, and the gland is removed before
that possibility ever develops, you will never have the disease
again. It is not at all clear that radiation therapy can offer that
outcome. With respect to potency, the nerve bundles are
located within millimeters of the prostatic capsule. During
surgery, one can separate them and still remove all cancer. It is
more difficult for radiation to preserve these nerves while still
applying the high energy to the prostatic tissues only
millimeters away.

2: Positive margin remains
Q. I had my prostate removed by a surgeon using a Da Vinci

robot. Unfortunately, the doctor left behind some of my

prostate -- a positive margin on the left side. The pathology
report showed: Adenocarcinoma (conventional, not
otherwise specified), a Gleason of 3+4, with a stage of
nT2c, and 20% of prostatic tissue involved. My biopsies
had shown no prostate cancer on that left side. In 2004, I
had a PSA of 1.72 ng/ml; in 2006, it was 1.92. Just prior to
the surgery, my PSA was up to 2.0. I am thinking of
coming to Johns Hopkins to have that remaining positive
margin tissue removed by means of regular open surgery.
Do you know of any similar cases (i.e., having an open
surgery done to correct mistakes made by a robotic
surgery)? 

A. Whether the prostate surgery is performed by an open,
robotic, or laparoscopic technique, the interior scarring will
be the same. In general, it's very rare to operate on the
prostate a second time to remove additional prostatic tissue.
We have done it once after an obviously incomplete
prostatectomy was performed on a very young patient, but
the operation was profoundly difficult, as scarring from the
first operation made the field almost impossible to work in.
If only a minute margin is suspected, it would be
inadvisable to re-operate. It's unlikely that the tissue would
ever be found, and a lot of damage could be done. 

Your situation is really too complicated to address here, but
one can make a few general comments. If the positive
margin is due to a small amount of tissue and the PSA falls
to an undetectable level after prostate surgery, there may be
no need to treat right now, although a practitioner might
advise supplemental radiation therapy even before waiting
to see if the PSA goes up. If, on the other hand, a large
piece of the prostate was left behind, there were grossly
positive margins, and the PSA was still elevated after
surgery, then one could make a case for additional radiation
therapy right away.

Johns Hopkins urologist looks at treatments
(from Health Alert and Johns Hopkins Prostate Bulletin)

Hormone therapy specialist at April meeting
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PLEASE REMEMBER YOUR CONTRIBUTION FOR ST. STEPHEN’S FOOD BANK.

6:30 P.M. Members are welcome to socialize and
share experiences over coffee, tea, juices, and biscuits.

7:00 P.M. Orientation for new patients and spouses –
Shalom Room. Everyone is welcome to continue this
consultative discussion for as long as they find it

useful. Afterwards, they may also join the regular
PCAO meeting, which will be in progress.

7:15 P.M. The speaker this month is Dr. Richard
Wassersug, Dalhousie University. Topic : What patients
and their partners should know about hormone therapy. 

We meet the third Thursday of each month at St. Stephen’s Anglican Church, 930 Watson Street. Follow the Queensway to the
Pinecrest exit and proceed north, past the traffic lights, to St. Stephen’s Steet on the left. Parking is at the rear of the church.

Thursday, April 17, 2008

FLOWER POWER:
PCAO members 
support Daffodil Days

A total of $6434.06 was turned over to the
Canadian Cancer Society (CCS)  thanks to
the generosity of the customers at four local

retailers. The daffodil sales were so successful that the West end
locations could not operate on Sunday because of a shortage of
daffodils.  

A mix of forty-one PCAO members, their wives and friends
volunteered their time to sell daffodils and accept donations in
support of CCS. 

The helpful and generous stores were, from East to West
(amounts raised at each in parentheses): Loeb Convent Glen on
Jeanne D'Arc in Orleans ($2,498.29), Farm Boy on Montreal
Rd in Vanier ($1,597.69), Loblaws in Carlingwood ($670.88)
and Loblaws in Bells Corners ($1,667.20).  

The volunteers who worked three hour shifts were: 

Loeb: Ray Duriez, Thorstein Weibust (2 shifts), Doug
Payette, Wayne Fielding, John & Jill Dugan, John Dufresne,
Harold Peel, Doug & Joan Harding; 

Farm Boy: Eric Meek, William Culleton, Bob Frederking,
Gaston Matte, Fred de Loe, Ray Willey, Doug & Margaret
Taylor, Theresa & Allie Lacompte &  Wilf Gilchrist

Loblaws Carlingwood: Donald Miller, Mel & Carmen
Creighton, Jim Steen, Jim Gibson, David Code, Arland Benn &
Jim Annett

Loblaws Bells Corners: Stuart Dick, Donald Davidson, Guy
Lajoie, John Dodd, Robert Blackadar, Charles Jefferson, David
Brittain, & Allan Gardiner.

The Sunday volunteers who saw no action due to a shortage
of daffodils were: Mike Scott, Wes and Joyce McNaughton,
Martin Aller & Emilio Granata. David Baker, in the line up for
a Saturday shift, was put on the “injury reserved list” due to
illness.

The final task, at the suggestion of CCS on Sunday, was to
deliver 30 bunches of daffodils to the Palliative Care Unit of the
Elizabeth Bruyere Centre.  

As the daffodils unfold, mornings will seem brighter in each
room.

Nursing students informed by
cancer survivors

By Ted Johnston

The issues for cancer patients were brought to the attention of
nursing students at Algonquin College by PCAO member, Harvey
Nuelle, in March. Along with survivor-representatives of colon,
Hodgkin’s Lymphoma and ovarian cancer patients, Harvey was
invited to the third year nursing class of the Collaborative
Bachelor of Science program. Survivors spoke of their experiences
under the lecture title “Selected Experiences Across the Lifespan”.

“It was an enlightening experience for the nurses,” Harvey
reports, “but it was equally enlightening for me. We spoke on
diagnosis, therapies and how cancer has impacted our lives and
our loved ones’ lives at varying stages. The idea was to give the
student nurses more insight into the thoughts and concerns of
patients.

“I also had the opportunity to describe the work of the
Association and encouraged them to draw on our resources both
for themselves and their patients.”

Harvey Nuelle with Algonquin College instructors in nursing
program.
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PC risk not linked to
testosterone

A new study published in the Journal of the National
Cancer Institute is challenging the idea that high levels of
male hormones are a risk factor for prostate cancer.

For years, it has been thought that high levels of male
sex hormones, known as androgens, posed a significant
risk for developing prostate cancer. However, new research
suggests otherwise.

Researchers at the University of Oxford in England
analyzed data from 18 previous studies which included
3886 men with prostate cancer and 6438 without the
disease. Researchers found no association between the risk
of prostate cancer and levels of testosterone or estrogen in
blood samples.

IN MEMORIAM:

Jacques St. Louis
The PCAO was saddened to learn of the death of

Jacques St. Louis on March 8, 2008. A long and
valued volunteer with the association, Mr. St. Louis

passed away at the Elisabeth Bruyere Centre following
a lengthy fight against cancer.

Mr. St. Louis was a research and development
engineer at Northern Telecom for 30 years during

which time he patented many Canadian and
American inventions.

A memorial service was held at Beechwood
National Memorial Centre on March 13. Internment
will take place in the spring. The family has requested

that, in lieu of flowers,  donations be sent to the
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society of Canada or the

Ottawa Hospital Foundation, care of the eye institute.
Condolences may be sent to

mbourbeau@beechwoodcemetery.com

The 2008 Alterna Do It for
Dad Run and Family Walk will be
formally launched in early May
and all PCAO members are
invited to attend. The event will
be held at Centre Court of St.
Laurent Shopping Centre on a
date to be announced shortly.
Check the website at
www.ncf.ca/pca for fresh information. 

The run and family walk takes place June 15.

The kickoff meeting brings together the principal
supporters of the event to make it official and to encourage
the maximum participation. PCAO brought the event to
Ottawa in 1999 and has partnered with the Ottawa
Regional Cancer Foundation and Alterna Savings over the
decade to make this one of the outstanding fund-raising
and awareness activities on behalf of prostate cancer.

Funds raised by the event are managed by the ORCF
which ensures appropriate distribution to prostate cancer
needs and activities in the Ottawa Valley. These range from
patient support to research, treatment and public education.

PCAO encourages its own members, especially if
contemplating a gift to the ORCF this year to do it through
the medium of Do It for Dad and specifically to pledge
their support to the team of prostate survivors, the Prostate
GURUs. Information on pledging will be available at the
next meeting and in the May issue of The Walnut.

Plan to attend the launch at St. Laurent Shopping
Centre, but both before and after encourage friends and
relations to run, walk, volunteer or pledge money to Do It
for Dad.

Do It for Dad Membership
donations and

collections increase
By Ted Johnston

Members of the Association have again responded
positively and generously to the membership renewal
drives. The majority of the more than 300 members
renewed their commitments with $25 donations, but over
25 came through with even greater amounts. Many
reported they were showing gratitude for the assistance
they received at the time of diagnosis and wanted to ensure
the continuance of the group.

Other organizations in the area have become aware of
the work PCAO does with patients and have made
generous contributions. 

Employees at the law firm of Nelligan
O’Brien Payne dedicated their “dress down”
Friday collection for January to the
Association, the second year the firm’s
employees have done this. 

The Masonic Lodge in Richmond and a
branch of the Knights of Columbus have
also recently made
donations to the
Association.


